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Size limits

The maximum length of the texts will be 6000 words with a minimum of 3500 (excluding blanks and caption for pictures, notes and bibliography). For notes the maximum length will oscilate between 950 and 550 according the extension of the main text.
Captions will be short and accurate, maximum 45 words.
The maximum number of images will be in direct proportion with the text length. While there may be some flexibility depending on the nature of the article, the maximum number of images should be between 25 and 15 for the 6000 and 3500 words established limits.
Titles of articles will be no larger than 20 words. The title and subtitle schema is recommended.

Formatting

As a guideline, texts should be sent in a simple manner, without special codes or layout, carefully observing the following:

Paragraphs separated by a space without indent.
Article title and subtitle: Arial bold 12 pt.
Name of author, below the title: Arial standard 11pt. (Only included after receiving the final acceptance of the work)
Only two subdivision sections welcome.
Titles of paragraphs: first section 11pt bold.
Titles of paragraphs: second section 11pt italics.
The various sections would NOT be numbered.

Margins:
   Top and bottom: 2.5 cm
   Right and left: 3 cm
Text left- aligned unjustified (words without division between lines)
Pages numbered lower right.

Citation and bibliographic references

For its economy and consistency, Cuaderno de Notas adheres to the Harvard author-date system. Therefore we follow the EAHN (European Architectural History Network) criteria for publication of research articles in the architectural history area.
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(Fanelli 1978: 521, Rebel 1984:80)

If there is more than one reference to the same author and year, insert the suffixes ‘a’, ‘b’, ‘c’, etc. (Banham 1955b)

If the author is cited in the text, the reference year shall be in parentheses following the name. Pevsner (1988), Nuttgens (1993) and Roth (1999) have written general manuals of history of architecture.

**Quotations**

Chevrons should be used for all direct quotations («[alt+174]…»[alt+175]). Single quotation marks should only be used for quotations within quotations.

«...the frequent mentions to the Zeitgeist and to the ‘essence‘ of the Century as such». (Schapiro and Craven 1997: 158)

**Notes**

Only for complementary aspects to the text, must not be used as bibliographical references. Displayed as footnotes. Numbered sequentially in the text with superscript numbers placed after the punctuation, if possible, at the end of a sentence. Font: Arial 9 pt, 1.5 line spacing. Example: 5. This year a large number of the Independent Group meetings was held (Robbins 1990).

**References to figures**
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Some of these resources will also be used in the church of El Rocio, whose original project was unmistakably aaltiano (figure 11).

The approximate position where the figure must be placed will be indicated between two paragraphs. This indication shall be by inserting between the paragraphs a reference to the full figure caption. This way, a list of figures at the end of the text will not be necessary, as they are already indicated (interspersed) along the text. It is important always to place a full citation of the sources of each figure at the end of its caption (or «own authorship» if applicable).

![Figure 3. Room-kitchen, Core-House type 7, displayed in the exhibition «Small Garden, settlement and Housing», Vienna, 1923. Photographer: Joseph Perscheid, Vienna. Source: Schütte-Lihotzky Legacy, Vienna University of Applied Arts Collection and Archive, PRNR 34/19/FW.](image)

If the reference is part of the reference list, just make a text citation.

![Figure 6. Photograph of the cable models used in the diaphragm arches project of Casa Mila. (Roca et al 1996: 89)](image)

For images obtained on the internet, state: ref. web and order number e.g.: ref.web 2. Full web references are entered at the end of the article with the bibliography (see below).
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*Anonymity.*
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cuadernodenotasdc@gmail.com
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